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Overview 
The NCEI CruisePack data packager makes packaging cruise-based data for submission to NCEI 
quick and easy.  
To begin, the user enters basic cruise and instrument details, and sets the paths to instrument data 
files. The packager copies all files to the destination location, creating a data submission package 
in the Library of Congress BagIt bag format. This master package contains a BagIt structured 
package for each instrument along with JSON formatted metadata information for the instrument 
and cruise, packager log, user included documentation files and a manifest file containing MD5 
checksums.  
CruisePack uses a series of SQLite files to store user entered information on cruises/packages as 
well as chief scientists, projects and sponsoring organizations. These files are used to populate 
pull-down menus that simplify data entry and ensure consistency. CruisePack is fairly robust in 
handling errors but if it does crash, it can be re-launched and packaging resumes with little loss 
of time. Though designed to package files from a server/desktop system onto an external hard 
drive, CruisePack can also be used to package data already on the external drive (see “Packaging 
Data in Place”) or package data onto another system for electronic transfer to NCEI. CruisePack 
does not transfer files to NCEI as part of its operation. 
CruisePack is optimized for fast operation, but packaging data is a time intensive process, 
especially for large, terabyte plus, datasets. It may take 24 hours or more for these larger 
packages. It is best to use a dedicated machine to run the packager. 
Words	of	Caution	
 The packager has some limitations to keep in mind. 

1. All data and the created metadata files must fit on the destination drive. CruisePack does 
not perform a space check before starting and will crash if the destination drive fills 
before packaging is complete. 

2. Be careful with the Cruise ID and Segment or Leg name combination. Though it will 
warn you, the Packager will overwrite existing data on the destination drive if you 
mistakenly use the same cruise ID segment/leg combination more than once on the same 
destination drive. 

3. CruisePack uses an underscore “_” to combine the cruise ID and segment and leg 
information into a unique package name. Using underscores elsewhere in the cruise ID or 
segment/leg fields can cause issue on ingest and should be avoided if possible. 
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User Interface Details 

Main	Controls	

 
Hide Records: Opens package record show/hide dialog box (below). This dialog allows you to 
easily control the display of previous packages in the “Select Existing Record” pull-down menu. 
Records with “show” selected are displayed in the pull-down menu.  

 
Import/Export: Opens the import / export dialog box (see later section). 
Clear Form: Clears all form fields on all tabs. 
Stop Packaging: Stops a currently running packaging job. This button is only active when 
CruisePack is actively packaging data. Click Package Data to resume packaging.  
Save For Later: Saves entered data to the SQLite packageData.sqlite file for later use. This 
button is deactivated while CruisePack is actively packaging data since any changes to user 
entered information would not be reflected in the package. To make changes once packaging has 
begun, slick Stop Packaging, make the needed changes, and click Save for Later or Package 
Data to save the changes or restart the packaging process. 
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Package Data: Saves data to packageData.sqlite, creates folder structure in destination directory, 
copies files into bag, and generates the metadata and the bag manifest files. This button is 
deactivated while CruisePack is actively packaging data. 
Status Bar (text line below these buttons): Displays messages during processing so you know 
what step CruisePack is working on.  
Close (window close): Closes CruisePack. Dialogs will warn user if packaging is currently in 
progress and prompt the user to save changes before closing. 
        Open the user manual (requires a pdf reading application on your machine). If manual fails 
to open, The PDF file is located in CruisePack’s /help directory and can be opened manually 
from there. 

 
 

Don’t forget to save often by clicking Save For Later 
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Package	Tab	

 
Cruise ID: Name the data will be archived under. Normally, this is the cruise ID (e.g., DY1103). 
To prevent problems and maintain consistency, the Cruise ID should not contain spaces or 
underscores. 
Segment or Leg: This is a subset designator used to break cruise data into smaller submission 
packages. This value is used in conjunction with the cruise ID to create the package ID. For 
example, if DY1103 is entered as the Cruise ID and Leg1 is entered under Segment or Leg, the 
package ID is DY1103_Leg1. Use it to create multiple packages of data that will be archived 
under the common cruise ID. For example, packages DY1103_Leg1 and DY1103_Leg2 will 
both be archived under DY1103 If you want legs archived separately, use a Cruise ID such as 
DY1103Leg1 and leave the Segment or Leg field blank. 
Select Existing Record: This pull-down list is populated with all package information stored in 
the cruiseData.sqlite file. Selecting a record will populate CruisePack’s fields with data from that 
stored package. You can use this feature to pre-populate a new package with common data from 
a previous package. CAUTION! Remember to change the Cruise ID and/or Segment or Leg 
value. When saving for the first time a New or Update warning dialog box will appear (See page 
13). Click Create New to create a new package while Update will update the existing package’s 
information. 
Destination: Set the destination path for the main package using the Select Directory button. 
CruisePack will create a directory with the package ID (Cruise ID_Segment or Leg) as the name. 
Ship: Select survey vessel from the pull-down menu. If your ship is not in the list, select 
Unlisted Ship and contact your NCEI contact to have your ship added to the list. Ships can be 
hidden from the list by modifying the sourceData.sqlite file (see “Modifying Menus”). 
IHO Sea Area: Select the most appropriate IHO Sea Area for data in the package. The sea areas 
listed in the pull-down menu are a subset of the IHO names contained in the sourceData.sqlite 
file. See “Modifying Menus” to add additional areas to the pull-down menu. 
Departure and Arrival Information: Select departure and arrival port, and the associated dates. 
Set the ports and dates to represent the entire cruise, even if subdividing data for packaging (i.e. 
packaging by leg). Only use cruise leg ports and dates if you are archiving data as separate legs 
(i.e. your cruise ID includes the leg designation). The port list contains US and Canadian ports 
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from the UNOLS maintained port list. It does not contain every port so select the closest one 
from the list. International ports are included in the sourceData.sqlite file. See “Modifying 
Menus” to enable additional ports in the pull-down menu. 
Projects: Project(s) this cruise is part of: The pull-down list is populated with previously saved 
projects, if this is a new project just enter the name where it says Select project. This project will 
be added to the list after clicking the Save for Later button. An unlimited number of projects can 
be specified by clicking the Add Project button. To remove unwanted projects, set pull-down to 
“Select project” and click, Save for Later. 
Default Public Release Date: the public release date for each dataset can be specified 
individually on the Datasets tab. This date is the default date entered when new dataset tabs are 
created and can be used to set a single date for all datasets. 

 
 

Don’t forget to save often by clicking Save For Later 
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People	/	Organizations	Tab	

 
Scientist(s): Select a scientist for the cruise from the pull-down list. Click on the Add Scientist 
button to add additional scientists. Use the Create/Edit People interface to add new people or 
edit existing entries (See “Editing People and Organizations”). To remove a person, set the entry 
to the default option “Select Scientist” and click “Save for Later”. The entry will be removed 
upon saving. 
Sponsor Organization(s): Select a sponsoring organization for the cruise from the pull-down 
list. Click on the Add Sponsor Organization button to add additional organizations. Use the 
Create/Edit Organizations interface to add new organization entries or edit existing entries (See 
“Editing People and Organizations”). To remove an organization, set the entry to the default 
option “Select sponsor organization” and click “Save for Later”. The entry will be removed upon 
saving. 
Funding Organizations: Select the organization funding the cruise from the pull-down list. 
Click on the Add Funding Organization button to add additional organizations. Use the 
Create/Edit Organizations interface to add new organization entries or edit existing entries (See 
“Editing People and Organizations”). Remove entries the same way as sponsors. 
Metadata Author: This should be the person packaging the data. The pull-down menu is 
populated from the same list as the Scientists pull-down menus. 

Don’t forget to save often by clicking Save For Later 
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Cruise	Information	Tab	

 
Information entered on this page is used in the cruise-level metadata record and can typically be 
copied from your cruise instruction documentation. If cruise-level metadata is being provided by 
other means, these values can be left blank. 
Documents Path: Enter the path to a directory containing documentation files you want 
included in the data package. CruisePack copies all the files and subdirectories contained in this 
directory. 

 
 

Don’t forget to save often by clicking Save For Later 
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Omics	Information	Tab	

 
Omics Sampling Conducted: Was any sampling done to support Omics research? 
Omics POC: Enter the best point of contact for the omics sampling. 
Sampling Tracking Sheet: Enter the path to the file used to track the omics sampling. 
NCBI BioProject Accession: Enter the NCBI BioProject Accession if one exists. 
Sampling Types & Expected Analysis: Check all appropriate boxes. 
Additional Omics Sampling Information: Please provide the additional information on the 
omics sampling program and expected analysis that will be performed. 
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Datasets	Tab	

 

CruisePack launches with one dataset widget loaded by default. Additional dataset widgets can 
be added by clicking the Add additional Dataset button. CruisePack supports packaging an 
unlimited number of datasets from the same cruise. 
	

General Data Widget 

 

Select Data Type: Select the data type to package. The selection of data type will then populate 
the instrument pull-down with instruments associated with that type of data. CAUTION: 
Changing data type will delete all information entered in an existing widget, select “Other” if 
you have data of a type not listed. 

Select Instrument: Once the data type is selected, the instrument list is populated with 
instruments associated with that datatype. If you have data from an instrument not in the list, 
select “Unlisted Instrument” and contact NCEI to get your instrument added to the list. 

Public Release Date: Specify the date when the data can be made available to the public. This 
value is inherited from the default public release date but can be modified for each dataset here. 
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Instrument Files Path: Specify the path to the data files from this instrument. The path can be 
hand entered or set using the Select Directory button. 

Raw / Processed / Products: CruisePack handles files differently if they are raw, processed or 
are data products. This setting is critical and you will be prompted to set the value if you forget. 

Data Comment: Click the Add Data Comment button to open the data comment window. Enter 
any information that helps explain the data or issues encountered during instrument operation. 
These comments are added to the metadata files and are crucial for long-term data usefulness. 

Water Column Sonar Data Widget 

 

The water column sonar data (WCSD) widget is a custom widget with additional fields needed to 
adequately document WCSD. In addition to the general data widget fields it also has: 

Calibration State: Select the calibration state that best describes the situation during data 
collection. 

Calibration Date:  The date of the last calibration. 

Calibration Report Path: Select the path to the instrument calibration report. If you do not have 
a calibration report, please click the button directly below to download an Excel template file 
that you can use to provide carburation information. 
Calibration Files Path: The path to the calibration files and other calibration information you 
have from the last calibration procedure.  

 
 

Don’t forget to save often by clicking Save For Later 
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Singlebeam Bathymetry Data Widget 

 

The singlebeam bathymetry data widget is a custom widget with additional fields needed to 
adequately document singlebeam data. In addition to the general data widget fields it also has: 

Vertical Datum: The vertical datum for the data. 

Observation Rate:  The observation rate in observations/minute. 

Sound Velocity: Sound velocity (meters/second) used in calculations. 

 
Gravity Data Widget 

 

The gravity data widget is a custom widget with additional fields needed to adequately document 
gravity data. In addition to the general data widget fields it also has: 

Correction Model: The gravitational correction model used. 

Observation Rate:  The observation rate in observations/minute. 

Departure Tie: Tie in value from cruise departure in milligals. 

Arrival Tie: Tie in value when returning to port in milligals. 

Drift Rate: Instrument drift rate during cruise. 
 

Don’t forget to save often by clicking Save For Later 
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Magnetics Data Widget 

 

The magnetics data widget is a custom widget with additional fields needed to adequately 
document magnetic data. In addition to the general data widget fields it also has: 

Correction Model: The magnetic field correction model used. 

Sample Rate:  The sampling rate in observations/minute. 

Tow Distance: Distance magnetometer was towed behind ship. 
Sensor Depth: Sensor depth below surface. 
 

Navigation Data Widget 

 

The navigation data widget is a custom widget with additional fields needed to adequately 
document navigation data. In addition to the general data widget fields it also has: 

Navigation Datum: Datum used. 

 
Don’t forget to save often by clicking Save For Later 
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Editing People, Organizations and Projects 

           
The Create/Edit People and Create/Edit Organizations buttons in the People/Organizations tab 
open similar dialog boxes. These dialog boxes are used to create new entries and edit existing 
entries. Complete deletion of an entry requires an external SQLite editor (see “Managing 
Menus”). However, the Display in pulldown lists option can hide a person or organization in the 
pull-down menus on the People/Organizations Tab. 
Creating a new entry:  Enter the new entry’s name and contact information. Leave the UUID 
field blank. A new UUID will be assigned when you click Save. 
Edit existing person: Select person or organization from pull-down list to edit existing entry. 
Click Save before exiting. 

 
 

Don’t forget to save often by clicking Save For Later 
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Import / Export 
CruisePack has the ability to export a copy of its metadata JSON file and import metadata from a 
properly formatted Excel file. Import/export dialog box is accessed through the Import/Export 
button. 
 

 
 
Export	
Clicking Export JSON open file selection dialog that allows you to save a CruisePack package-
level json metadata file equivalent to that created during packaging. 
 
Import	Excel	Sheet	
CruisePack can import extensive metadata for multiple cruises from a properly formatted Excel 
spreadsheet. A template Excel file can be downloaded through CruisePack or copied from the 
CruisePack directory’s /help directory. All scientist organization and instrument names must 
match names already in CruisePack. Multiple entries should be separated by semicolons with no 
spaces. 
 

 

Download Template: Click to download Excel template. 

Select Excel File: Select path to Excel import file. 

Select Destination Directory: This is the destination path for data packages. If can be left blank 
if unknown of if you do not want to specify a path as part of the metadata import. 

Select Metadata Author: Select person packaging the data / person who created import file. 
This person is only listed internally as a point of contact. The information is not included in any 
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public facing documents. The person must already be in CruisePack’s listing of people before 
importing metadata 

.  

After a successful import, imported metadata is available from the Select existing Record 
pulldown menu. Any errors parsing the Excel file are displayed. Generally, errors do not prevent 
the file from importing but some of the metadata might not import correctly. 

 

 

When importing an Excel file containing cruise metadata already in CruisePack you have the 
option to update or skip individual records, or update or skip all records. Warning! Updating a 
record will overwrite any changes and manual entries you made to that record in CruisePack.  
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User Entry Validation 
Accurate user-entered information is critical to the long-term stewardship of the data. Before 
packaging, CruisePack performs integrity checks on much of the user entered information and 

warns of problems.  
  
Some of these problems are critical and packaging 
cannot proceed until the issues are fixed. Others 
will not prevent data from being packaged but they 
will compromise the metadata available for future 
data users.  
  
  
 
 
 
 
 

 
If there are no critical 
issues users have the 
option to continue. 
However, it is highly 
recommended that all 
issues are addressed 
before data are 
packaged. 
 

 
 
 
Fields with critical errors are highlighted in red 
while non-critical errors are highlighted in yellow.  
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Additional Information and Warning Messages 

Package Created 

 
The packaging process completed normally and there were no issues. Click No if you want to 
leave CruisePack running in order to package additional data. 

Packaging Aborted 

 
The listed error occurred during packaging. Try to resolve the issue and click “Package Data 
again. Packaging will pick up where the error occurred. A special type of this error occurs if you 
specified an instrument file directory that does not contain appropriate files for that instrument 
type. If there is not enough information to resolve the issue please contact NCEI at 
wcd.info@noaa.gov.  

New or Update 

 
You have made changes to the Cruise ID and/or Segment or Leg fields of an existing package 
record. This usually happens when using an existing record as a starting point for a new record. 
Click Create New to create a new record for the new package. Click Update if you are editing an 
error in the existing Cruise ID or Segment of Leg fields. 
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Overwrite Danger 

 
A package with the same package name (combination of Cruise ID and Segment or Leg entries) 
already exists in the destination directory. This message appears if you are starting CruisePack 
again after an error or other stoppage. If this is the case, click Yes and CruisePack will skip 
existing files and pick up where it left off. Otherwise, rename the package and try again. 

Multiple Raw Datasets for one Instrument 

 
More than one dataset is specified as “raw” for the instrument(s) listed. Normally there is only 
one raw dataset (instrument created file that has undergone no post-processing) per instrument 
but CruisePack can package multiple raw datasets per instrument if they exist. 

Name Conflict 
  

 
The package ID value must be unique in CruisePack’s cruiseData.sqlite file. This warning 
indicates you are trying to create a new record using an existing name. If this is an additional 
data package from a previously packaged cruise, use the Segment or Leg field to create a unique 
package ID. 
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Error Creating Package Directory 

 
CruisePack could not create the package directory at the destination. Make sure there is enough 
space on the destination drive and that you have write permissions. This error will also occur if 
you used an old package record as a template for the current package and you forgot to update 
the destination path. 

Cannot Connect to SQLite File 

 
This error occurs when CruisePack cannot connect to one of the SQLite files it uses as a backend 
database. The most common cause for this is the CruisePack executable has been moved out of 
the CruisePack distribution directory. It may also occur if the database directory or SQLite files 
have been deleted/moved from the CruisePack directory. If the database files are lost please 
contact NCEI for assistance. 
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Error While Writing to Database 

 
This error occurs when CruisePack is saving data to the cruiseData.sqlite file. Read the details of 
error message in “” to get more details. This error often results from a non-ACSII character 
hiding in text entered in one of the boxes. This can happen with text copied and pasted from 
another application such as Microsoft Word. Double check any text you copied and pasted into 
CruisePack. These are usually non-printing characters so even if the text looks good there might 
be a problem. Manually typing the text or copying it into an application such as Notepad and 
saving it as text only is a good route to remove these characters. Contact NCEI if the error 
continues. 

Error While Writing to Database – Locked File 

 
This error occurs when the cruiseData.sqlite files is locked because it’s in use by another 
application. This is most likely to occur if you try opening more than one instance of CruisePack 
at once on a Windows system but could also happen if you opened the file in a SQLite editor. 
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File Type Not Defined 

 
This error occurs when one or more datasets are not set as being either Raw, Processed or 
Products. This designation controls how CruisePack handles the data and is critical to the 
packaging process. Check your entries on the Datasets tab, correct the issue, and click Package 
Data to resume packaging. 

File Copy Problem 
 
This error occurs when CruisePack is encountering a 
file copy problem. CruisePack will try every 5 
seconds for 5 minutes before displaying this dialog. 
This problem is likely the result of a network or 
external drive being dismounted mid-packaging run. 
If you can fix the problem, click Continue to resume 
packaging, otherwise click Abort.  
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Packaging Data in Place 
Though CruisePack is designed to package data from various source locations by copying files to 
the destination, it can be used to package data in place. This eliminates the need to copy files 
when they are already on the same drive as where the package is being created. To package in 
place: 

1) Launch CruisePack and fill in metadata information as normal. 
2) Enter “skip” as the path for all instruments you want to skip copying. 
3) Click Package Data. CruisePack will create an empty package with the proper internal 

directory structure and initialize the bag documentation and manifest files. 

 
Empty package structure after step 4 

4) Manually move the instrument files into the appropriate empty directories. 
5) If you did not quit CruisePack, click Package Data to restart. Otherwise relaunch 

CruisePack, select the cruise from the pull-down menu and click Package Data. This 
second running of the packaging routine is CRITICAL to update the checksum 
manifest files. If you have moved a large number of files this step may take several 
hours or longer. 
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Modifying Menus 
The pull-down menus in CruisePack are populated with information from one of three SQLite 
files that serve as CruisePack’s backend database. The values listed in some of the menus can be 
controlled from within the CruisePack interface while others require direct manipulation of the 
SQLite file. There are numerous tools out there to work with SQLite files but, we are happy to 
modify any SQLite file that requires direct manipulation for you. 
All data tables used to populate CruisePack menus contain a “USE” field with either a “Y” or 
“N” value. Setting the value to “N” will prevent that record from being displayed in the 
appropriate menu.  The deletion of records in the SQLite files is generally discouraged. Many of 
the entries have associated UUID values that facilitate connection with the NCEI enterprise 
metadata system and preserving the integrity of the UUIDs is critical. Other entries are values 
from controlled vocabularies that are needed to facilitate database searching and discovery in the 
archive. 
Details on modifying each menu are below. 

Scientists and Metadata Author 
Listing of individual people is set with the Create/Edit People interface.  Open editor, select 
person in pull-down menu and set Display person in pull-down lists to “no”. Bulk changes to the 
“USE” column can be made in the PEOPLE table within the localData.sqlite file. 

Sponsoring Organizations / Funders 
Listing of individual organizations is set with the Create/Edit Organization interface.  Open 
editor, select organization in pull-down menu and set Display organization in pull-down lists to 
“no”. Bulk changes to the “USE” column can be made in the ORGANIZATIONS table within 
the localData.sqlite file. 

Projects 
No changes can be made directly in CruisePack. Bulk changes to the “USE” column can be 
made in the PROJECTS table within the localData.sqlite file.  

Select Existing Record 
Listing of existing packages is controlled with the Show/Hide Records interface accessible via 
the “Hide Records” button. Records with “show” checked are displayed. You can also remove an 
existing package’s record from the menu by setting “USE” to “N” in the CRUISE_DATA table 
within the cruiseData.sqlite file. You can also delete the records from the cruiseData.sqlite file if 
desired. 

Ship 
Existing ships can be hidden from the menu by setting “USE” to “N” in the SHIPS table in the 
sourceData.sqlite file. Ship entries are tied to the NCEI enterprise metadata system so please do 
not add additional ships on your own. Instead, contact NCEI who will add the desired ship(s) and 
send you a new sourceData.sqlite file.  
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IHO Sea Area 
Sea area names displayed are a small subset of the IHO Sea Area controlled vocabulary. The 
entire vocabulary is contained in the SEAS table of the sourceData.sqlite file. Set “USE” to “Y” 
to list additional areas in the menu. 

Departure Port and Arrival Port 
Port names displayed are the US and Canadian ports contained in the UNOLS ports controlled 
vocabulary. The entire vocabulary is contained in the PORTS table of the sourceData.sqlite file. 
Set “USE” to “Y” to list additional ports in the menu. Please do not add port names. Instead, 
contact NCEI for assistance. 

Data Types and Instruments 
Data types and the instruments associated with them are contained within the INSTRUEMNTS 
table in the sourceData.sqlite file. Please do not edit this table without consulting NCEI. If your 
data type is not listed, choose “Other” for data type and use “Unlisted Instrument” for 
instruments not in the list. 
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Legal 
© 2021 The Regents of the University of Colorado. This code is licensed under GPL version 3. 
Email wcd.info@noaa,gov to obtain the source code or if you have questions. 
 
CruisePack was developed through NOAA funding to the Cooperative Institute for Research in Environmental 
Sciences at the University of Colorado (NOAA awards NA12OAR4320137 and NA17OAR4320101). 
This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public 
License as published by the Free Software Foundation version 3 of the License. 
 
This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the 
implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General 
Public License for more details. A copy of the GNU General Public License should be in the license directory; if not 
write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA. 
CruisePack	is	built	using	Python	3.x	and	this	stand-alone	executable	distribution	was	created	using	
PyInstaller	(https://www.pyinstaller.org/).  
 
This distribution uses PyQt5 under the GPL v.3 license. 
PyQt5 is copyright (c) 2020 Riverbank Computing Limited. Its homepage 
is https://www.riverbankcomputing.com/software/pyqt/. 
 
This	distribution	uses	Qt	under	the	LGPL v.3 license. 
Qt is Copyright (C) 2020 The Qt Company Ltd. (https://www.qt.io/) 
 
Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the 
following conditions are met: 
Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following 
disclaimer. 
Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following 
disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution. 
Neither the name of The Qt Company Ltd nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote 
products derived from this software without specific prior written permission. 
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND 
ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED 
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE 
DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR 
ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES 
(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS 
OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY 
THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING 
NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN 
IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. 


